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ASYMPTOTIC POLYBALANCED KERNELS

ON EXTREMAL KÄHLER MANIFOLDS

TOSHIKI MABUCHI∗

In honor of Professor Ngaiming Mok’s 60th birthday

Abstract. In this paper, improving a result in [12], we obtain asymp-

totic polybalanced kernels associated to extremal Kähler metrics on po-

larized algebraic manifolds. As a corollary, we strengthen a result in

[15] on asymptotic relative Chow-polystability for extremal Kähler po-

larized algebraic manifolds. Finally, related to the Yau-Tian-Donaldson

Conjecture for extremal Kähler metrics, we shall discuss the difference

between strong relative K-stability (cf. [19]) and relative K-stability.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we fix once for all a polarized algebraic manifold (M,L)

which is by definition a pair of a nonsingular irreducible complex projective

variety M of dimension n and a very ample holomorphic line bundle L

on M . By taking the identity component Aut0(M) of the group of all

biholomorphisms of M , we consider the maximal connected linear algebraic

subgroup H of Aut0(M). Hence Aut0(M)/H is an abelian variety. For

the identity component Z of the center of a maximal compact connected

subgroup K of H, we take its complexification ZC in H. Let

z := Lie(Z) and zC := Lie(ZC)

be the associated Lie algebras. Then the infinitesimal action of zC on M

lifts to an infinitesimal bundle action of zC on L. For

Vm := H0(M,O(L⊗m)), m = 1, 2, . . . ,

we view zC as a Lie subalgebra of sl(Vm) by taking the traceless part for each

element of zC. In view of the infinitesimal action of zC, Vm is expressible as

a direct sum of K-invariant subspaces,

Vm =
νm
⊕

α=1

Vm,α,
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where Vm,α := { τ ∈ Vm ; Y τ = χm,α(Y )τ for all Y ∈ zC} with mutually

distinct characters χm,α ∈ z∗
C
, α = 1, 2, . . . , νm. Let h be a K-invariant

Hermitian metric for L such that the associated first Chen form ω = c1(L;h)

is Kähler. Define a Hermitian metric ρm(h) for Vm by

ρm(h)(τ, τ
′) :=

∫

X
(τ, τ ′)h ω

n τ, τ ′ ∈ Vm,

where (τ, τ ′)h denotes the pointwise Hermitian pairing of τ , τ ′ in terms of

the Hermitian metric h. If τ and τ ′ coincide, then we write (τ, τ)h simply

as |τ |2h. By setting q := 1/m, we now define

Bm,α(h) := n! qn
nα
∑

i=1

|τα,i|2h, Bm(h) :=

νm
∑

α=1

Bm,α(h),

where {τα,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nα} is an orthonormal basis for the subspace Vm,α
of the Hermitian vector space (Vm, ρm(h)). Note that, if M admits an

extremal Kähler metric ω0 in the class c1(L), then in view of [2], by choosing

K to be the identity component of the group of isometries for (M,ω0) in H,

we may assume that the extremal Kähler vector field V (cf. [8]) belongs to

z. Let σω0
be the scalar curvature of ω0, and define a real constant C0 by

C0 := {2c1(L)n[M ]}−1

{
∫

M
σω0

ωn0 +
√
−1

∫

M
h−1
0 (Vh0)ωn0

}

.

Then by setting Y0 :=
√
−1V/2 and ϕ0 := 0, we obtain

Main Theorem: Suppose that L admits a Hermitian metric h0 such that

ω0 := c1(L;h0) is an extremal Kähler metric with extremal Kähler vector

field V ∈ z. Then there exist vector fields Yk ∈
√
−1 z, smooth real-valued

K-invariant functions ϕk, real constants Ck, k = 1, 2, . . . , on M such that

(1.1)

νm
∑

α=1

{1−χm,α(Y(ℓ))}Bm,α(h(ℓ)) = 1+C(ℓ)+O(qℓ+2), ℓ = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

with Yk, ϕk, Ck independent of q and ℓ, where Y(ℓ) := Σℓk=0 q
k+2Yk, h(ℓ) :=

h0 exp(−Σℓk=0q
kϕk), and C(ℓ) := Σℓk=0Ckq

k+1.

Here for every integer r, we mean by O(qr) a quantity whose Cj-norm for

every nonnegative integer j is bounded by κjq
r for some positive constant

κj independent of q and α. In the above Main Theorem, let ℓ → ∞. Then

the formal expression of the left-hand side of (1.1) is called the asymptotic

polybalaced kernel for (M,L).

Let T be an arbitrary algebraic torus in H satisfying ZC ⊂ T . As a

corollary of Main Theorem, we obtain
2



Corollary: If M admits an extremal Kähler metric in the class c1(L),

then (M,L) is asymptotically Chow-polystable relative to T , i.e., (M,L⊗m),

m≫ 1, are Chow-polystable relative to T .

In the last section, in view of [19] and a recent result of Yotsutani-Zhou

[29], we shall discuss extremal Kähler versions of the Yau-Tian-Donaldson

Conjecture from various points of view.

For preceding related works, see Apostolov-Huang [1], Donaldson [5],[6],

Futaki [7], Hashimoto [9], Lu [10], Ono-Sano-Yotsutani [21], Phong-Sturm

[22], Sano-Tipler [23], Székelyhidi [24],[25], Tian [26],[27], Zelditch [30] and

Zhang [31]. I owe much to these works.

Parts of this paper were announced in Pacific Rim Conference on Complex

and Simplectic Geometry XI at Heifei in July, 2016. Afterwards, during the

preparation of this paper, I heard that R. Seyyedali showed asymptotic

Chow-stability, relative to a maximal algebraic torus in Aut0(M), for an

extremal Kähler polarized algebraic manifold (M,L).

2. Proof of Main Theorem

In this section, we prove Main Theorem by induction on ℓ. For each K-

invariant Hermitian metric h for L, by setting |τα,i|2 := τα,i τ̄α,i, we consider

(2.1) Ψm(h) := n! qn
νm
∑

α=1

nα
∑

i=1

|τα,i|2,

where {τα,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nα} is an orthonormal basis for (Vm, ρm(h)) as in

the introduction. Then the left-hand side of (1.1) is the real-valued function

on X obtained as the contraction

h(ℓ)m · {(1− Y(ℓ))Ψm(h(ℓ))}

of (1 − Y(ℓ))Ψm(h(ℓ)) with h(ℓ)m (see [11], (1.4.1), for the definition of

Y(ℓ)|τα,i|2). Hence the proof of (1.1) (and hence Main Theorem) is reduced

to showing the following for all nonnegative integers ℓ:

(2.2) h(ℓ)m · {(1 − Y(ℓ))Ψm(h(ℓ))} = 1 + C(ℓ) +O(qℓ+2).

Note that Y(ℓ) acts on the antiholomorphic section τ̄α,i trivially. Let D0 be

the Lichnérowicz operator as defined in [2], (2.1), for the extremal Kähler

manifold (M,ω0), where we write ω0 as

ω0 =

√
−1

2π

∑

i,j

gij̄ dz
i ∧ dzj
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in terms of a system (z1, . . . , zn) of holomorphic local coordinates on M .

Let S be the space of all real-valued smooth K-invariant functions ϕ on M

such that
∫

M ϕω n0 = 0. Since D0 maps S into itself, the restricted operator

D0 : S → S
is denoted also by D0 whose kernel in S is written simply as Ker D0. Then

we have an isomorphism

(2.3) e0 : Ker D0
∼= z, ϕ↔ e0(ϕ) := gradCω0

ϕ,

where gradCω0
ϕ := (1/

√
−1)Σi,jg

j̄i(∂ϕ/∂zj̄)∂/∂zi. By the inner product

(ϕ,ψ)ω0
:=

∫

M
ϕψ ωn0 , ϕ, ψ ∈ S,

we write S as an orthogonal direct sum Ker D0 ⊕ (Ker D0)
⊥. We then

consider the orthogonal projection pr1 : S → Ker D0 to the first factor. The

proof of (2.2) is divided into two steps:

Step 1: In this step, we shall show that (2.2) is true for ℓ = 1. Note that

h(0) = h0. In view of Lu [10], the Tian-Yau-Zelditch asymptotic expansion

([26], [30]; see also [3]) is written in the form

(2.4) hm0 ·Ψm(h(0)) (= Bm(h(0)) ) = 1 +
σω0

2
q +O(q2).

By Y(0) = q2
√
−1V/2, we have mY(0) = q

√
−1V/2. Take the infinitesimal

action of Y(0) on (2.4). Dividing it further by (2.4), we obtain

(2.5) q h−1
0

√
−1 (V/2)h0 + Ψm(h(0))

−1{Y(0)Ψm(h(0))} = O(q3).

On the other hand, by [12], p.579, we have h−1
0

√
−1(V/2)h0 = C0− (σω0

/2).

Hence (2.5) is rewritten as

Ψm(h(0))
−1{Y(0)Ψm(h(0))} = − q{C0 − (σω0

/2)}+O(q3).

This together with (2.4) implies that

hm0 · {Y(0)Ψm(h(0))} = − q{C0 − (σω0
/2)} +O(q2).

Subtracting this from (2.4), we obtain the required equality:

h(0)m · {(1− Y(0))Ψm(h(0))} = (1 + qC0) +O(q2) = 1 + C(0) +O(q2).

Step 2: Note that the left-hand side of (2.2) is

{h(ℓ)m ·Ψm(h(ℓ))}
(1 − Y(ℓ))Ψm(h(ℓ))

Ψm(h(ℓ))
= Bm(h(ℓ))

{

1− Y(ℓ)Ψm(h(ℓ))

Ψm(h(ℓ))

}

.

For a positive integer ℓ, by assuming the induction hypothesis

(2.6) Bm(h(ℓ−1))

{

1− Y(ℓ− 1)Ψm(h(ℓ− 1))

Ψm(h(ℓ − 1))

}

= 1+C(ℓ−1)+O(qℓ+1),

4



we have only to find Yℓ, ϕℓ and Cℓ such that Y(ℓ) := Y(ℓ − 1) + qℓ+2Yℓ,
h(ℓ) := h(ℓ− 1)e−q

ℓϕℓ and C(ℓ) := C(ℓ− 1) + Cℓq
ℓ+1 satisfy

(2.7) Bm(h(ℓ))

{

1− Y(ℓ)Ψm(h(ℓ))

Ψm(h(ℓ))

}

= 1 + C(ℓ) +O(qℓ+2).

By setting ω(ℓ) := c1(L;h(ℓ)) and ω(ℓ−1) := c1(L;h(ℓ−1)), we have ω(ℓ) =

ω(ℓ − 1) + (
√
−1/2π)qℓ∂∂̄ϕℓ. Let C∞(M)K

R
be the space of all real-valued

K-invariant functions on M . To each (Yℓ, ϕℓ, Cℓ) in
√
−1 z×C∞(M)K

R
×R,

we assign a real-valued K-invariant function Φ(q;Yℓ, ϕℓ, Cℓ) by

Φ(q;Yℓ, ϕℓ, Cℓ) := Bm(h(ℓ))

{

1− Y(ℓ)Ψm(h(ℓ))

Ψm(h(ℓ))

}

= Bm(h(ℓ− 1)e−q
ℓϕℓ)

{

1− (Y(ℓ− 1) + qℓ+2Yℓ)Ψm(h(ℓ− 1)e−q
ℓϕℓ)

Ψm(h(ℓ− 1)e−qℓϕℓ)

}

.

By the induction hypothesis (2.6), there exists a real-valued K-invariant

function uℓ on M such that

(2.8) Φ(q; 0, 0, 0) ≡ 1 + C(ℓ− 1) + uℓq
ℓ+1, modulo qℓ+2.

In view of the variation formula for the scalar curvature (see for instance

[2], (2.5)), we see that, modulo qℓ+2,

(2.9)

{

Bm(h(ℓ)) −Bm(h(ℓ − 1)) ≡ (q/2){σω(ℓ) − σω(ℓ−1)}
≡ qℓ+1(−D0 +

√
−1V)(ϕℓ/2).

Put I1 := {Y(ℓ)Ψm(h(ℓ))}/Ψm(h(ℓ)), J := {Y(ℓ − 1)Ψm(h(ℓ))}/Ψm(h(ℓ))

and I2 := {Y(ℓ − 1)Ψm(h(ℓ − 1))}/Ψm(h(ℓ − 1)). In view of (2.4), we have

hm0 ·Ψm(h(ℓ)) ≡ 1 modulo q. Hence, modulo qℓ+2,

(2.10) I1 − J (= qℓ+2{YℓΨm(h(ℓ))}/Ψm(h(ℓ)) ) ≡ − qℓ+1h−1
0 (Yℓh0).

Note here that, by setting

C := {c1(L)n[M ]}−1

∫

M
h−1
0 (Yℓh0)ωn0 ,

we obtain h−1
0 (Yℓh0) = C + e−1

0 (
√
−1Yℓ) (see for instance [11]). On the

other hand, we have the following:

J − I2 = Y(ℓ− 1) log

{

Ψm(h(ℓ))

Ψm(h(ℓ− 1))

}

= Y(ℓ− 1)

(

qℓ−1ϕℓ + log

{

h(ℓ)m ·Ψm(h(ℓ))

h(ℓ− 1)m ·Ψm(h(ℓ− 1))

})

= Y(ℓ− 1)
(

qℓ−1ϕℓ + log{Bm(h(ℓ))/Bm(h(ℓ− 1))}
)

.

5



Since Bm(h(ℓ)) ≡ Bm(h(ℓ − 1)) ≡ 1 modulo q, we see from (2.9) that

log{Bm(h(ℓ))/Bm(h(ℓ − 1))} ≡ 0 modulo qℓ+1. Moreover, by ℓ ≥ 1, we

obtain Y(ℓ− 1) ≡ q2(
√
−1/2)V modulo q3. It then follows that

(2.11) J − I2 ≡ qℓ+1
√
−1V(ϕℓ/2), modulo qℓ+2.

On the other hand, since hm0 ·Ψm(h(ℓ)) ≡ 1 modulo q, we obtain

(2.12)

{

I1 ≡ q2(
√
−1V/2)Ψm(h(ℓ))/Ψm(h(ℓ))

≡ − (
√
−1/2) qh−1

0 (Vh0) ≡ 0, modulo q.

Now by (2.10) and (2.11), I1 − I2 ≡ qℓ+1{
√
−1V(ϕℓ/2) − h−1

0 (Yℓh0)} ≡
qℓ+1{

√
−1V(ϕℓ/2)−C−e−1

0 (
√
−1Yℓ)} modulo qℓ+2. Thus by setting B1 :=

Bm(h(ℓ)) and B2 := Bm(h(ℓ−1)), we see from (2.9) and (2.12) the following:

(2.13)



































Φ(q;Yℓ, ψℓ, Cℓ)− Φ(q; 0, 0, 0) = B1(1− I1)−B2(1− I2)

= (B1 −B2)(1− I1)−B2(I1 − I2)

≡ qℓ+1{(−D0 +
√
−1V)(ϕℓ/2)

−
√
−1V(ϕℓ/2) + C + e−1

0 (
√
−1Yℓ)}

≡ qℓ+1{−D0(ϕℓ/2) + C + e−1
0 (

√
−1Yℓ)}, modulo qℓ+2.

Since the function uℓ − µℓ belongs to S for µℓ := {c1(L)n[M ]}−1
∫

M uℓ ω
n
0 ,

we can write uℓ as a sum

(2.14) uℓ = µℓ + u′ℓ + u′′ℓ ,

where u′ℓ := (1−pr1)(uℓ−µℓ) ∈ (Ker D0)
⊥ and u′′ℓ := pr1(uℓ−µℓ) ∈ Ker D0.

Let ϕℓ be the unique element of (Ker D0)
⊥ such that D0(ϕℓ/2) = u′ℓ. Put

(2.15) Yℓ :=
√
−1 e0(u

′′
ℓ ) and Cℓ := µℓ + C.

Then by (2.3), Yℓ ∈
√
−1z, while Cℓ is a real constant. Since D0(ϕℓ/2) = u′ℓ,

it follows from (2.8), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) that, modulo qℓ+2,

Φ(q;Yℓ, ψℓ, Cℓ) ≡ Φ(q; 0, 0, 0) + qℓ+1{−D0(ϕℓ/2) + C + e−1
0 (

√
−1Yℓ)}

≡ 1 + C(ℓ− 1) + qℓ+1{uℓ −D0(ϕℓ/2) + C + e−1
0 (

√
−1Yℓ)}

= 1 + C(ℓ− 1) + qℓ+1{(u′ℓ −D0(ϕℓ/2)) + (µℓ + C) + (u′′ℓ + e−1
0 (

√
−1Yℓ))}

= 1 + C(ℓ− 1) + qℓ+1Cℓ ≡ 1 + C(ℓ),

which shows (2.7), as required. �

Remark 2.16: The preceding work in [12], Theorem B, is obtained from

Main Theorem above by replacing the left-hand side of (1.1) by

(2.17)

νm
∑

α=1

exp{−χm,α(Y(ℓ))}Bm,α(h(ℓ)).

6



The point is the following: The coefficients 1−χm,α(Y(ℓ)), α = 1, 2, . . . , νm,

in (1.1) are linear in Y(ℓ), while the coefficients exp{−χm,α(Y(ℓ))}, α =

1, 2, . . . , νm, in (2.17) aren’t. This linearity is essential in the proof of the

asymptotic relative Chow-polystability.

3. Relative Chow-polystability

In this section, we fix an algebraic torus T in Aut0(M). Then for K in the

introduction, replacing T by its conjugate group, we may assume that the

maximal compact subgroup Tc of T sits in K. Put tc := Lie(Tc). Note that

the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra t of T lifts to an infinitesimal bun-

dle action of t on L. For each positive integer m, let Vm := H0(M,O(L⊗m)),

and we view t as a Lie subalgebra of sl(Vm) by considering the traceless part.

Define a symmetric bilinear form 〈 , 〉m on sl(Vm) by

〈X,Y 〉m := Tr(XY )/mn+2, X, Y ∈ sl(Vm).

Let zm be the centralizer of t in sl(Vm), and gm be the orthogonal comple-

ment of t in zm, i.e.,

(3.1)

{

zm := {X ∈ sl(Vm) ; [X,Y ] = 0 for all Y ∈ t},
gm := {X ∈ zm ; 〈X,Y 〉m = 0 for all Y ∈ t}.

Let Zm and Gm be the connected reductive algebraic subgroups in SL(Vm)

associated to zm and gm, respectively. By the infinitesimal t-action on Vm,

we can write Vm as a direct sum of Tc-invariant subspaces,

(3.2) Vm =

ηm
⊕

γ=1

V̂m,γ ,

where V̂m,γ = {σ ∈ Vm ; Y σ = χ̂m,γ(Y )σ for all Y ∈ t} with mutually dis-

tinct characters χ̂m,γ ∈ t∗, γ = 1, 2, . . . , ηm. We now consider the algebraic

subgroup Rm of SL(Vm) defined by

Rm :=

ηm
∏

γ=1

SL(V̂m,γ),

where each SL(V̂m,γ) fixes V̂m,γ′ if γ
′ 6= γ. Then the centralizer Hm of Rm

in SL(Vm) consists of all diagonal matrices in SL(Vm) acting on each V̂m,γ ,

γ = 1, 2, . . . , ηm, by constant scalar multiplication. Note that t viewed as a

Lie subalgebra of sl(Vm) sits in the Lie algebra hm of Hm. Let

t⊥m := {X ∈ hm ; 〈X,Y 〉m = 0 for all Y ∈ t}.
be the orthogonal complement of t in hm. Let T

⊥
m denote the corresponding

algebraic torus sitting in Hm. Since Zm = Hm ·Rm, it follows that
Gm = T⊥

m · Rm.
7



LetMm be the image ofM under the Kodaira embedding Φm :M →֒ P
∗(Vm)

associated to the complete linear system |L⊗m| on M . For the degree dm of

Mm in P
∗(Vm), we consider the space

Wm := {Symdm(Vm)}⊗n+1,

where Symdm(Vm) denotes the dm-th symmetric tensor product of Vm. For

the dual space W ∗
m of Wm, let 0 6= M̃m ∈W ∗

m denote the Chow form for the

irreducible reduced algebraic cycle Mm on P
∗(Vm), so that the associated

point [M̃m] in P
∗(Wm) is the Chow point for Mm.

For relative stability, we showed in [13] (see also [15]) that, if c1(L) admits

an extremal Kähler metric, then the orbit Rm · M̃m is closed in W ∗
m for

all sufficiently large m. In [24] (see also [25]), Székelyhidi introduced the

following stronger stability concept:

Definition 3.2. (1) A polarized algebraic manifold (M,L⊗m) is called Chow-

polystable relative to T , if Gm · M̃m is closed in W ∗
m.

(2) (M,L) is called asymptotically Chow-polystable relative to T , if (M,L⊗m)

is Chow-polystable relative to T for m≫ 1.

Definition 3.3. A polarized algebraic manifold (M,L⊗m) is called Chow-

stable relative to T , if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) Gm · M̃m is closed in W ∗
m.

(2) The isotropy subgroup of Gm at [M̃m] is finite.

4. Proof of Corollary

In this section, using the same notation as in the preceding sections, we

assume thatM admits an extremal Kähler metric ω0 = c1(L;h0) in the class

c1(L), where h0 is a Hermitian metric for L. Following the arguments in [14],

we shall show that (M,L⊗m) are Chow-polystable relative to T for m ≫ 1.

As in the introduction, we may assume that K is the identity component

of the group of isometries for (M,ω0). Put k := Lie(K). Let [n/2] be the

largest integer which does not exceed n/2. By applying Main Theorem to

ℓ := [n/2] + 3,

we obtain a K-invariant Kähler metric ω(ℓ) = c1(L;h(ℓ)) in the class c1(L)

such that (1.1) holds. For the compact group

Km := SU(Vm; ρm(h(ℓ))) ∩Gm,

we can view Gm as its complexification. Then for the Gm-action on W ∗
m,

the isotropy subgroup of Km at M̃m has the Lie algebra k0 sitting in k. Since
8



Z ⊂ T , the isotropy subgroup of Km at [M̃m] has the same Lie algebra k0.

For gm := Lie(Gm), we define the Lie subalgebras pm and p by

pm :=
√
−1 km and p :=

√
−1 k0,

where km := Lie(Km). Put nγ := dim V̂m,γ . By choosing an orthonormal

basis {σγ,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nγ } for (V̂m,γ , ρm(h(ℓ))), we set

(4.1) j(γ, i) := i +

γ−1
∑

β=1

nβ, i = 1, 2, . . . , nγ ; γ = 1, 2, . . . , ηm,

where the right-hand side denotes i in the special case γ = 1. Let m ≫ 1.

Then for each γ and i as above, we put

(4.2) σ̂γ,i :=
√

1− χ̂m,γ(Y(ℓ)) σγ,i.

By writing σ̂α,i, σα,i as σ̂j(α,i), σj(α,i), by abuse of terminology, we have bases

(4.3) {σ̂1, σ̂2, . . . , σ̂Nm} and {σ1, σ2, . . . , σNm},

respectively, for (Vm, ρm(h(ℓ))). Let Φm : M →֒ P
Nm−1(C) (= P

∗(Vm)) be

the associated Kodaira embedding defined by

(4.4) Φm(p) := (σ̂1(p) : σ̂2(p) : · · · : σ̂Nm(p)), p ∈M.

Here Vm and C
Nm are identified by the basis {σ̂1, σ̂2, . . . , σ̂Nm}. Let geuc be

the Euclidean metric for the space C
Nm = {(z1, z2, . . . , zNm)}. Define the

Fubini-Study form ωFS on P
∗(Vm) (= {(z1 : z2 : · · · : zNm}) by

ωFS := (
√
−1/2π)∂∂̄ log(ΣNmj=1|zj |2).

For each X ∈ pm, let VX be the associated holomorphic vector field on

P
∗(Vm). We then have a unique real-valued function ϕX on P

∗(Vm) satisfying
∫

PNm−1(C)
ϕX ω

Nm−1
FS = 0 and iVX (ωFS/m) = (

√
−1/2π)∂̄ϕX .

Let us consider the real-valued function ζ = ζ(x) on R defined by ζ(x) :=

x(ex + e−x)/(ex − e−x), x ∈ R. In view of Mm = Φm(M), we define a

positive semidefinite K-invariant inner product ( , )m on pm by

(X,Y )m =
√
−1

∫

Mm

∂ϕY ∧ ∂̄ϕX ∧ nωn−1
FS , X, Y ∈ pm.

Then this inner product is positive definite when restricted to p. Hence as

a vector space, pm is written as an orthogonal direct sum p⊕ p⊥, where p⊥

is the orthogonal complement of p in pm. Define an open neighborhood

Um := {X ∈ p⊥ ; ζ(adX)p ∩ p⊥ = {0} }
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of the origin in p⊥. Let 0 6= X ∈ p⊥. Since X belongs to gm, by choosing a

suitable orthonormal basis {σγ,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nγ } for (V̂m,γ , ρm(h(ℓ))), we

obtain real constants bj such that

(4.5) Xσ̂j = bj σ̂j, j = 1, 2, . . . , Nm,

where {σ̂1, σ̂2, . . . , σ̂Nm} is the basis for (Vm, ρm(h(ℓ))) as in (4.3). Define a

real one-parameter subgroup λX : R+ → Gm of Gm by λX(e
t) := exp(tX),

t ∈ R. We then consider a real-valued function fX,m(t) on R defined by

(4.6) fX,m(t) := log ‖λX(et) · M̃m‖CH(geuc), t ∈ R,

where W ∗
m ∋ w 7→ ‖w‖CH(geuc) ∈ R≥0 is the Chow norm by Zhang [31] (see

also [12]). Put ḟX,m(t) := (d/dt)fX,m and f̈X,m(t) := (d2/dt2)fX,m. Let

δ0 :=
q

√

ΣNmj=1b
2
j

.

Then by Lemma 3.4 in [14], the proof of Corollary is reduced to showing

that, if m≫ 1, then for every 0 6= X ∈ p⊥,

(4.7) ḟX,m(tm) = 0 < f̈X,m(tm) and tm ·X ∈ Um,

where tm is a suitable real number satisfying |tm| < δ0. Now the proof is

divided into the following three steps:

Step 1. Put b̄ := maxj |bj |. Let t be an arbitrary real number satisfying

|t| ≤ δ0.

It then follows that |t| ≤ q/b̄. Put λt := λX(e
t) and Mm,t := λt(Mm). Let

TP∗(Vm) and TMm,t denote the holomorphic tangent bundles of P∗(Vm) and

Mm,t, respectively. From now on, by Ci, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we mean positive

real constants independent of the choice of the triple (m, t,X). Let m ≫ 1.

Then for each integer k ≥ 0, the argument in [14], Step 1, shows that

(4.8) ‖ω0 − (1/m)Φ∗
mλ

∗
tωFS‖Ck(M,ω0) ≤ C0.

Here C1 possibly depends on k. From now on, X viewed as a holomorphic

vector field on P
∗(Vm) will be denoted by X . Metrically, we identify the nor-

mal bundle of Mm,t in P
∗(Vm) with the subbundle TM⊥

m,t of TP
∗(Vm)|Mm,t

obtained as the the orthogonal complement of TMm,t in TP∗(Vm)|Mm,t
.

Hence TP∗(Vm)|Mm,t
is differentiably written as the direct sum TMm,t ⊕

TM⊥
m,t. Associated to this, the restriction X|Mm,t

of X to Mm,t is written as

X|Mm,t
= XTMm,t ⊕ XTM⊥

m,t
,
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where XTMm,t and XTM⊥
m,t

are C∞ sections of TMm,t and TM⊥
m,t, respec-

tively. Then the second derivative f̈X,m(t) is given by

f̈X,m(t) =

∫

Mm,t

|XTM⊥
m,t

|2ωFS
ωnFS ≥ 0.

In view of (4.8), it follows from the argument of Phong and Sturm [22] that

(cf. [14], p.235; see also [5])

(4.9)

{

∫

Mm,t
|XTM⊥

m,t
|2ωFS

ωnFS ≥ C1q
∫

Mm,t
|XTMm,t |2ωFS

ωnFS,

f̈X,m(t) ≥ C2 q
∫

Mm
|X|Mm

|2ωFS
ωnFS ≥ C2 q

∫

M ΘΦ∗
mω

n
FS,

where Θ := (ΣNmj=1 |σ̂j |2)−2{(ΣNmj=1 |σ̂j|2)(ΣNmj=1 b
2
j |σ̂j |2)−(ΣNmj=1 bj |σ̂j|2)2} ≥ 0.

Moreover, by (3.4.2) in [31] (see also [12]),

(4.10) ḟX,m(0) = (n+ 1)

∫

M

ΣNmj=1 bj|σ̂j |2h(ℓ)
ΣNmj=1 |σ̂j |2h(ℓ)

Φ∗
mω

n
FS.

Step 2. For the basis {σ̂1, σ̂2, . . . , σ̂Nm} as above satisfying (4.2), we can

write Ψm(h(ℓ)) in (2.1) applied to h = h(ℓ) in the following form:

Ψm(h(ℓ)) = n! qn
Nm
∑

j=1

|σj |2 = n! qn
ηm
∑

γ=1

nγ
∑

i=1

|σγ,i|2.

Then the left-hand side of (1.1) is expressible as

h(ℓ)m · {(1− Y(ℓ))Ψm(h(ℓ))} = n! qn
ηm
∑

γ=1

nγ
∑

i=1

{1− χ̂m,γ(Y(ℓ))} |σγ,i|2h(ℓ)

= n! qn
Nm
∑

j=1

|σ̂j |2h(ℓ),

and hence (1.1) is written as

(4.11) n! qn
Nm
∑

j=1

|σ̂j |2h(ℓ) = 1 + C(ℓ) +O(qℓ+2).

By taking (
√
−1/2π)∂∂̄ log of both sides of (4.11), we obtain

(4.12) ωFS − mω(ℓ) = O(qℓ+2).

For each γ and i, we put aγ,i := χ̂m,γ(Y(ℓ)), where aγ,i is obviously indepen-

dent of the choice of i. Then by χ̂m,γ = O(q−1) and Y(ℓ) = O(q2), we see

that aγ,i = O(q), i.e., |aγ,i| ≤ κq for some positive constant κ independent

of the choice of (m,γ, i). We also obtain

(4.13) |σ̂γ,i|2h(ℓ) = {1− χ̂m,γ(Y(ℓ))} |σγ,i|2h(ℓ) = (1− aγ,i) |σγ,i|2h(ℓ).
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In terms of (4.1), we write aγ,i as aj(γ,i). Note that X, as an element of p⊥,

belongs to gm, so that X sits in sl(Vm). This together with (3.1) implies

Nm
∑

j=1

bj =

Nm
∑

j=1

bjaj = 0.

Hence, by setting

(4.14) Im := ΣNmj=1 bj(1− aj)|σj |2h(ℓ) (= ΣNmj=1 bj|σ̂j |2h(ℓ))

and ξ1 := (n+1)!{1 +C(ℓ)}−1, we see from (4.10), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13)

that ḟX,m(0) is expressible as

(4.15)



































(n+ 1)
∫

M{n!qnΣNmj=1 |σ̂j |2h(ℓ)}−1(n!qnIm)Φ
∗
mω

n
FS

= (n+ 1)!
∫

M{1 + C(ℓ) +O(qℓ+2)}−1 Im {ω(ℓ) +O(qℓ+3)}n

= ξ1
∫

M{1 +O(qℓ+2)} Im ω(ℓ)n

= ξ1{(ΣNmj=1 bj − ΣNmj=1 bjaj) +
∫

M O(qℓ+2) Im ω(ℓ)
n}

=
∫

M O(qℓ+2) Im ω(ℓ)
n.

Then by (4.12) and (4.15) together with the second line of (4.9), we see that






















ḟX,m(δ0) ≥ ḟX,m(0) + C2 δ0 q
∫

M ΘΦ∗
mω

n
FS

≥
∫

M{O(qℓ+2) Im + C3 δ0 q
1−nΘ}ω(ℓ)n,

ḟX,m(−δ0) ≤ ḟX,m(0) − C2 δ0 q
∫

M ΘΦ∗
mω

n
FS

≤
∫

M{O(qℓ+2) Im − C3 δ0 q
1−nΘ}ω(ℓ)n.

Now as in [14], Remark 4.25, the inclusion tmX ∈ Um follows from |tm| < δ0,

where in the proof, we use the basis {σ̂1, . . . , σ̂Nm} in place of {σ1, . . . , σNm}.
Hence, in order to prove (4.7), it suffices to show the following for m≫ 1:

(4.16)

∫

M
Θω(ℓ)n > 0 and

∫

M qℓ+2 |Im|ω(ℓ)n
∫

M δ0 q1−nΘω(ℓ)n
≪ 1.

Step 3. Put B0 := ΣNmj=1 |σ̂j |2h(ℓ), B1 := ΣNmj=1 b
2
j |σ̂j |2h(ℓ), B2 := ΣNmj=1 bj |σ̂j|2h(ℓ).

By setting θ1 :=
∫

M (B1/B0)ω(ℓ)
n and θ2 :=

∫

M (B2/B0)
2 ω(ℓ)n, we obtain

∫

M
Θω(ℓ)n = θ1 − θ2,

where both θ1 and θ2 are obviously nonnegative. Moreover, for m≫ 1,

(4.17)















θ1 =
∫

M (n!qnB0)
−1n!qnB1 ω(ℓ)

n

=
∫

M {1 + C(ℓ) +O(qℓ+2)}−1n!qnB1 ω(ℓ)
n

≥ n!qn(1− ε)ΣNmj=1 b
2
j ,
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where ε > 0 is a small real constant independent of m. On the other hand,

we see from (4.14) that

(4.18)

∫

M
qℓ+2 |Im|ω(ℓ)n ≤ qℓ+2ΣNmj=1 |bj(1− aj)|.

Now the following cases are possible:

Case 1: θ1 > 2θ2, Case 2: θ1 ≤ 2θ2.

Suppose Case 1 occurs. Then θ1 − θ2 = (1/2)θ1 + (1/2)(θ1 − 2θ2) > 0,

i.e., the first inequality in (4.16) holds. Let m≫ 1. Then by aj = O(q),

0 < 1− aj < 1 + ε,

where ε is as above. Let L.H.S. denotes the left-hand side of the second

inequality in (4.16). Then in view of (4.17) and (4.18), we obtain

L.H.S.

(

=

∫

M qℓ+2 |Im|ω(ℓ)n
∫

M δ0 q1−nΘω(ℓ)n

)

≤
qℓ+2ΣNmj=1 |bj(1− aj)|
δ0 q1−n (θ1 − θ2)

≤
qℓ+2ΣNmj=1 |bj(1− aj)|

(1/2) δ0 q1−n θ1
≤

qℓ+2(1 + ε)ΣNmj=1|bj|
(1/2) δ0 q n!(1− ε)ΣNmj=1 b

2
j

=
qℓ(1 + ε)ΣNmj=1|bj |

(1/2)n!(1 − ε)
√

ΣNmj=1 b
2
j

≤ qℓ(1 + ε)N
1/2
m

(1/2)n!(1 − ε)
,

where the Schwarz inequality ΣNmj=1|bj| ≤ N
1/2
m

√

ΣNmj=1b
2
j is used in the last

inequality. Hence by Nm = O(mn), it follows that

L.H.S. ≤ O(qℓ−
n
2 ).

In view of the definition ℓ := [n/2] + 3, we have ℓ − n
2 > 0, and therefore

L.H.S. ≪ 1, as required. Thus in this case (4.7) holds.

Next we consider the situation where Case 2 occurs. Note that, for 0 6=
X ∈ p⊥, we can write

(4.19) Φ∗
mϕX =

ΣNmj=1bj |σ̂j|2

mΣNmj=1|σ̂j|2
=

B2

mB0
.

Let cX be the real constant such that the function φX := cX +Φ∗
mϕX on M

satisfies
∫

M φX ω̃
n = 0, where ω̃ := Φ∗

m(qωFS). Then

‖φX‖2L2(M, ω̃) ≤ C4‖∂̄φX‖2L2(M, ω̃) = C4‖Φ∗
mXTMm‖2L2(M, ω̃)

for some C4, while by the first inequality in (4.9) applied to t = 0,

‖Φ∗
mXTMm‖2L2(M, ω̃) ≤ C−1

1 q−1‖Φ∗
mXTM⊥

m
‖2L2(M, ω̃).
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In view of these inequalities, we obtain

(4.20) ‖φX‖2L2(M, ω̃) ≤ C4C
−1
1 q−1‖Φ∗

mXTM⊥
m
‖2L2(M, ω̃).

Let m ≫ 1. By (4.10) and (4.19),

(4.21) |cX | =

(
∫

M
ω̃n
)−1 ∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

M
(Φ∗

mϕX) ω̃
n

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
qn+1|ḟX,m(0)|

(n+ 1)c1(L)n[M ]
.

In view of (4.12) and (4.15), there exist C5 and C6 satisfying

|ḟX,m(0)| ≤ C5 q
ℓ+2‖Im‖L1(M,ω(ℓ)) ≤ C6 q

ℓ+2‖Im‖L2(M,ω̃),

while by (4.11), (4.14) and (4.19), we obtain C7 such that

‖Im‖L2(M,ω̃) ≤ C7m
n+1‖Φ∗

mϕX‖L2(M,ω̃).

Hence for some C8, it follows that

(4.22) |ḟX,m(0)| ≤ C8 q
ℓ−n+1‖Φ∗

mϕX‖L2(M,ω̃).

In view of (4.21) and (4.22), |cX | ≤ C9 q
ℓ+2‖Φ∗

mϕX‖L2(M,ω̃) for some C9.

Then by the definition of φX together with (4.12), we obtain

(4.23)















‖φX‖L2(M,ω̃) ≥ ‖Φ∗
mϕX‖L2(M,ω̃) − ‖cX‖L2(M,ω̃)

≥ (1− C9 q
ℓ+2{c1(L)n[M ]}1/2) ‖Φ∗

mϕX‖L2(M,ω̃)

≥ C10‖Φ∗
mϕX‖L2(M,ω̃) ≥ C11‖Φ∗

mϕX‖L2(M,ω(ℓ))

for some C10 and C11. Since θ2 =
∫

M (B2/B0)
2 ω(ℓ)n = m2‖Φ∗

mϕX‖2L2(M,ω(ℓ)),

we see from (4.20) and (4.23) that

(4.24) ‖Φ∗
mXTM⊥

m
‖2L2(M,ω̃) ≥ C12 q

3 θ2

for some C12. Note that q1/2|X|Mm
|ωFS

= |X|Mm
|ω̃ ≥ |XTM⊥

m
|ω̃. In view of

the second line in (4.9), it follows from (4.24) that, for |t| ≤ δ0,

(4.25)

{

f̈X,m(t) ≥ C2

∫

Mm
(q1/2|X|Mm

|ωFS
)2 ωnFS

≥ C2 q
−n‖Φ∗

mXTM⊥
m
‖2L2(M,ω̃) ≥ C13 q

3−n θ2

for some C13. Therefore, by (4.22) and (4.25), we obtain

ḟX,m(δ0) ≥ R and ḟX,m(−δ0) ≥ −R,
where R := C13 δ0 q

3−nθ2−C8 q
ℓ−n+1‖Φ∗

mϕX‖L2(M,ω(ℓ)). Moreover, if R > 0,

then θ2 > 0, and hence by (4.25), f̈X,m(t) > 0 for |t| ≤ δ0. It now suffices to

show R > 0 for m≫ 1. By θ2 = m2‖Φ∗
mϕX‖2L2(M,ω(ℓ)), we can write R as

R = q3−n
√

θ2{−C8 q
ℓ−1 + C13 δ0

√

θ2}.
Recall that, by our assumption of Case 2, we have θ1 ≤ 2θ2. Hence by (4.17)

together with the definetion of δ0, we obtain

δ0
√

θ2 ≥ δ0
√

θ1/
√
2 ≥

√

n!(1− ε) q(n/2)+1 = C14 q
(n/2)+1,
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where C14 :=
√

n!(1− ε). In view of the definition ℓ := [n/2] + 3,

(n/2) + 1 < [n/2] + 2 = ℓ− 1.

Therefore R > 0 for m≫ 1, as required. �

Remark 4.26: Assume that (M,L⊗m) is Chow-polystable relative to a max-

imal algebraic torus Tmax in Aut0(M). Then the arguments in [19], Step 2,

which uses [20] allow us to obtain finiteness of the isotropy subgroup of Gm
at [M̃m]. Hence in this case, (M,L⊗m) is Chow-stable relative to Tmax.

5. Polybalanced metrics

As in the introduction, we consider a K-invariant Hermitian h metric

for L such that ω = c1(L;h) is Kähler. Let m be a positive integer. In

(3.2), we choose an orthonormal basis {σγ,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nγ} of the space

(V̂m,γ , ρm(h)) for each γ. In this section, we discuss the result in [16] from

a slightly different point of view. For recent related works, see [23] and [9].

Definition 5.1. For a polarized algebraic manifold (M,L), ω is called an

m-th polybalanced metric relative to T , if for some Y ∈
√
−1 tc satisfying

1− χ̂m,γ(Y) > 0 for all γ, there exists a positive real constant C such that

(5.2)

ηm
∑

γ=1

{1 − χ̂m,γ(Y)} |σγ,i|2h = C.

This concept is closely related to relative Chow-polystability. For brevity,

we use the notation in Section 4 freely until the end of this section.

Theorem 5.3: (M,L⊗m) is Chow-polystable relative to T if and only if

(M,L) admits an m-th polybalanced metric relative to T .

Proof : The proof of “only if” part follows from Theorem C and (3.7) in [16].

For “if” part, we give a proof as follows: Let

{σ̂γ,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nγ , γ = 1, 2, . . . , ηm}

be the basis for Vm obtained from {σγ,i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , nγ , γ = 1, 2, . . . , ηm} by
replacing Y(ℓ) by Y in (4.2). Then by (4.4), we have the Kodaira embedding

Φm : M →֒ P
Nm−1(C). Also by (4.6), we have the function fX,m(t) for the

orbit through M̃m of the one-parameter group exp(tX), t ∈ R, generated

by 0 6= X ∈ p⊥. Since (5.2) is written as ΣNmj=1|σ̂j |2h = C in terms of the

notation (4.1), by taking (
√
−1/2π)∂∂̄ log of both sides of (5.2), we obtain

Φ∗
mωFS = mω.
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Put aγ,i := χ̂m,γ(Y). Then by Y ∈
√
−1 tc ⊂ t and X ∈ p⊥ ⊂ gm ⊂ sl(Vm),

in view of (3.1), it follows that ΣNmj=1bj = ΣNmj=1bjaj = 0, where bj is as in

(4.5). Now by replacing h(ℓ) by h in (4.10), we obtain

ḟX,m(0) = (n + 1)

∫

M

ΣNmj=1 bj|σ̂j |2h
ΣNmj=1 |σ̂j |2h

(mω)n

=
mn(n+ 1)

C

∫

M
ΣNmj=1 bj(1− aj)|σj |2h ωn

=
mn(n+ 1)

C
ΣNmj=1 bj(1− aj) = 0.

By this together with the convexity f̈X,m(t) ≥ 0, the function fX,m attains

a minimum at the origin. Therefore every special one-parameter subgroup

of Gm has a closed orbit through M̃m in W ∗
m, and hence the orbit Gm · M̃m

is closed in W ∗
m (cf. [12], p.568), as required. �

Remark 5.4: If (M,L) is asymptotically Chow-polystable relative to T , then

for m≫ 1, there exists an m-th polybalanced metric ω such that

χ̂m,γ(Y) = O(q),

i.e., the inequality |χ̂m,γ(Y)| ≤ C ′q holds for some positive constant C ′

independent of m, γ and Y (see [16], Theorem A).

6. Strong relative K-stability

In this section, for a polarized algebraic manifold (M,L), we consider

an algebraic torus T in Aut0(M). Let the group C
∗ act on the affine line

A
1 := {z ∈ C} by multiplication of complex numbers,

C
∗ × A

1 → A
1, (t, z) 7→ tz.

By fixing a Hermitian metric h for L such that ω := c1(L;h) is Kähler, we

endow Vm := H0(X,L⊗m) with the Hermitian metric ρm(h) as defined in

the introduction. We then consider the Kodaira embedding

Φm : X →֒ P
∗(Vm), x 7→ (τ1(x) : τ2(x) : · · · : τNm(x)),

where (τ1, τ2, . . . , τNm) is an orthonormal basis for (Vm, ρm(h)). For Gm as

in Section 3, we consider an algebraic group homomorphism

ψ : C∗ → Gm

such that the maximal compact subgroup S1 ⊂ C
∗ acts isometrically on the

space (Vm, ρm(h)). Put Mm := Φm(M). Then by setting

Mψ
z := {z} × ψ(z)Mm, z ∈ C

∗,
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we consider the irreducible algebraic subvariety Mψ of A1×P
∗(Vm) obtained

as the closure of the subset
⋃

z∈C∗

Mψ
z

in A
1 ×P

∗(Vm), where ψ(z) in Gm acts naturally on the space P∗(Vm) of all

hyperplanes in Vm passing through the origin. Let

π : Mψ → A
1

be the map induced by the projection of A1 × P
∗(Vm) to the first factor A1.

For the hyperplane bundle OP∗(Vm)(1) on P
∗(Vm), we consider the pullback

Lψ := pr∗2 OP∗(Vm)(1)|Mψ ,

where pr2 : A1 × P
∗(Vm) → P

∗(Vm) denotes the projection to the second

factor. For the dual space V ∗
m of Vm, the C

∗-action on A
1 × V ∗

m defined by

C
∗ × (A1 × V ∗

m) → A
1 × V ∗

m, (t, (z, p)) 7→ (tz, ψ(t)p),

induces C∗-actions on A
1 ×P

∗(Vm) and OP∗(Vm)(−1), where Gm acts on V ∗
m

by the contragradient representation. This then induces C∗-actions on Mψ

and Lψ, and hence π : Mψ → A
1 is a C

∗-equivariant projective morphism

with a relatively very ample line bundle Lψ satisfying

(Mψ
z ,Lψz ) ∼= (M,L⊗m), z 6= 0,

where Lψz is the restriction of Lψ to Mψ
z := π−1(z). Then a triple (M,L, ψ)

is called a test configuration for (M,L), if we have both

M = Mψ and L = Lψ.
Here m is called the exponent of (M,L, ψ). A test configuration (M,L, ψ)
is called trivial, if ψ is a trivial homomorphism. Let M be the set of all

sequences {µj} of test configurations

µj = (Mj ,Lj , ψj), j = 1, 2, . . . ,

for (M,L) such that the exponent mj of the test configuration µj satisfies

the following growth condition:

mj → +∞, as j → ∞.

In [17], to each {µj} ∈ M, we associated the Donaldson-Futaki invariant

F1({µj}) ∈ R ∪ {−∞},
which is viewed as a generalization of the Donaldson-Futaki invariant DF (µ)

of a test configuration µ. We can also define the following strong version of

K-stability and K-semistability:

Definition 5.1. (1) A polarized algebraic manifold (M,L) is called strongly

K-semistable relative to T , if F1({µj}) ≤ 0 for all {µj} ∈ M.
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(2) A strongly K-semistable polarized algebraic manifold (M,L) is called

strongly K-stable relative to T , if for every {µj} ∈ M with F1({µj}) = 0,

there exists j0 such that µj are trivial for all j with j ≥ j0.

7. Concluding Remarks

The Yau-Tian-Donaldson Conjecture for Kähler-Einstein cases was solved

affirmatively by Chen-Donaldson-Sun [4] and Tian [28]. However, for general

polarization cases or extremal Kähler cases, the conjecture is still open.

In this paper, we discuss extremal Kähler versions of this conjecture by

focussing on the difference between strong K-stability and K-stability. For an

arbitrary polarized algebraic manifold (M,L) as in the introduction, recall

the following definition of K-stability [6] (cf. [27]) :

Definition 6.1. (1) (M,L) is called K-semistable, if DF (µ) ≤ 0 for all test

configurations µ for (M,L).

(2) A K-semistable (M,L) is called K-stable, if every test configuration µ

for (M,L) with DF (µ) = 0 is trivial.

We now consider a maximal algebraic torus Tmax in Aut0(M). As to the

existence of extremal Kähler metrics, it is natural to ask the following:

Conjecture I: A polarized algebraic manifold (M,L) is K-stable relative to

Tmax if and only if c1(L) admits an extremal Kähler metric.

Conjecture II: A polarized algebraic manifold (M,L) is strongly K-stable

relative to Tmax if and only if c1(L) admits an extremal Kähler metric.

By a result of Donaldson [5], every constant scalar curvature Kähler met-

ric is approximated by a sequence of balanced metrics. In other words, a

balanced metric can be viewed as a quantized version of a constant scalar

curvature Kähler metric. Similarly, a polybalanced metric can be viewed as

a quantized version of an extremal Kähler metric. Since existence of poly-

balanced metrics corresponds to relative Chow-polystability, the following

fact is viewed as a quantized version of the existence part of Conjecture II:

Fact: (cf. [19]) If a polarized algebraic manifold (M,L) is strongly K-stable

relative to an algebraic torus T in Aut0(M), then (M,L⊗m), m ≫ 1, are

Chow-stable relative to T .

Moreover, we expect that “if” part of Conjecture II is true. This will

be discussed in a forthcoming paper [18]. In view of the above Fact, by

assuming that “if” part of Conjecture II is true, we immediately obtain the

case T = Tmax of Corollary in the introduction.
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For a polarized algebraic manifold (M,L), let Tex be the algebraic torus in

Aut0(M) generated by the extremal Kähler vector field. By a recent result

of Yotsutani-Zhou [29], a smooth polarized toric Fano threefold

Π := (E4,K−1
E4

)

is K-stable relative to Tmax, and is not asymptotically Chow-stable relative

to Tex. Let ZC be as in the introduction. We finally pose the following:

Problem: Check whether or not Π is asymptotically Chow stable relative

to ZC. Or more generally, clarify whether there is an example of a polar-

ized algebraic manifold (M,L) which is K-stable relative to Tmax and is not

asymptotically Chow-stable relative to ZC.

If there is such an example of a polarized algebraic manifold (M,L), then

by Corollary in the introduction, c1(L) admits no extremal Kähler metrics.

In other words, this gives a counter-example to Conjecture I above.
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